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Side B

Side A
1. Pas De Deux Tranquille
2. (F)all Blues		
3. Himmelblau		
4. Viennese Marketplace
5. Hymn To Health		

SIMPLE SONGS

(4:37)
(4:59)
(3:49)
(1:51)
(5:52)

1. Monsieur Satie		
2. Lullaby For Moli		
3. Mein! Yours?		
4. Is The Moon Still Blue?

(5:51)
(4:43)
(5:39)
(5:02)

Christian Muthspiel - trombone,
piano, e-piano, flutes
Steve Swallow - bass guitar

CHRISTIAN MUTHSPIEL / STEVE SWALLOW
SIMPLE SONGS
(IN+OUT Records)

On the occasion of Christian Muthspiel‘s 60th birthday,
IN+OUT Records is releasing the album „Simple Songs“ for
the first time on vinyl - limited to 999 copies worldwide and
personally hand-signed by the jubilarian.
Aside from Werner Pirchner‘s „Himmelblau“, the nine duos which
Christian Muthspiel composed especially for this album form
a cycle of duets in the mood set by the first track, „Pas de deux
tranquille“. Muthspiel is featured on trombone, piano, e-piano
and once even on the recorder, alongside Steve Swallow, whose
distinctive sound on the bass guitar is perfectly suited for this
project.
Overdubs, loops and other electronic effects were intentionally
avoided in order to focus on the pure quality of the playing. The
underlying principle for all of the compostions on this album was
to keep it simple, both in terms of composition and sound; to
seek refinement in simplicity and to follow the natural, consistent
development of one small musical cell per song. The progression
of keys, modes and tempos from one piece to another also played
an important role.
The liner notes to this album are by the Austrian writer Christoph
Ransmayr, who writes very pictorially: „When I hear the Simple
Songs that Christian Muthspiel has composed and then he and
his companion Steve Swallow have made twirl and soar and float,
I am sometimes transported to a riverbank in summer, where
the branches of a wild elder tree, stones and grasses become the
neck and body of a bass guitar or the tuning slide and bell of a
trombone played with thrilling ease, and even the most complex
melodies seem but a virtuoso’s pleasure garden.
Christian Muthspiel produced the artwork for the Gatefold cover
using a special „Hinterglastechnik“, done with wood ash and
white acrylic paint behind glass. Through the combination of
text and image, this series of Muthspiel paintings entitled „Pas
de deux“ rounds out this important recording project which

Muthspiel managed to achieve back then, step by step, song by
song, finding his way back to composing and playing music after
a pause of several months due to a condition which caused a
serious loss of hearing.

„As invented by nature itself.“ 		
„Simplicity in great beauty.“

(Die Weltwoche)
(Jazzthetik)

„Unsurpassed in its simplicity. It is allowed to dream.“
					
(Jazz´n more)
„Two great virtuosos united in pure harmony.“
		
				
(Plattenladentipps)

